BETAFLIGHT HIVE BACKPACK
WARRANTY
Quality Assurance
Betaflight Hive Backpacks are performance tested, at fully loaded capacity, using our strict
control standards. Before we offer this product for sale, it is put through test to ensure it’s
strength, durability, and dependability that is represented by the most demanding frequent
travelling quad pilots. This attention to quality results in us (FPVMODEL) and (Betaflight)
being able to offer the best warranty in the industry.

Limited Lifetime Warranty
If a problem occurs with the Betaflight Hive Backpack, and the problem is deemed to be a
manufacturing defect in material and workmanship, FPVMODEL will either fix or replace
the Betaflight Hive Backpack. The warranty provided herein applies to the life of the product.
This Limited Global Warranty covers the life of the product and can be passed down to others
that are not the original purchaser of the product. If you use the Betaflight Backpack and in
the furture decide to move on to a newer backpack you can give your Betaflight Hive
Backpack to you brother, sister, mother, friend...it doesn’t matter, this Limited Lifetime
Warrant covers whom ever the bag is passed down to.
This warranty covers only manufacturing defects and does not cover any damage caused by
misuse , neglect, abrasions, accidents, extereme tempratures, solvents, acids, water, paint,
normal wear and tear or transport damage.

Limited Two Year Warranty
Betaflight Hive Backpacks are preformance tested. If a problem occurs with the Betaflight
Hive Backpack, and the problem is deemed to be a manufacturing defect in material and
workmanship, FPVMODEL will either fix or replace the Betaflight Hive Backpack.
The warranty provided herein applies to any point in time after the first two years of purchase.
To extend on the Limited Lifetime Warranty Betaflight Hive Backpack also comes with a
Limited Two Year Warranty and this warranty will cover manufacturing defects in material
and workmanship, it will also cover damage that may happen to the Load Adjuster Strap,
Contoured Shoulder Strap, Haul Loop/Pack Handle, and Sternum Strap with normal wear and
tear.
This warranty does not applie to damage that may have resulted from misuse , neglect,
abrasions, accidents, extereme tempratures, solvents, acids, water, paint, normal wear and
tear or transport damage.

Limited One Year Warranty
Betaflight Hive Backpacks are preformance tested. If a problem occurs with the Betaflight
Hive Backpack, and the problem is deemed to be a manufacuting defect in material and
workmanship, FPVMODEL will either fix or replace the Betaflight Hive Backpack.
The warranty provided herein applies to any point in time within the first year of purchase.
To extend on the Limited Lifetime Warranty, and the Limited Two Year Warranty, your
Betaflight Hive Backpack also comes with a Limited Once year warranty.
The limited one year warranty also include both limited two year warranty and limited
lifetime warranty but further broadens the scope of warranty damage to include
manufacturing defects in material and workmanship. The limited One Year warranty will also

include any damage the may happen to the Load Strap, Contoured Shoulder Strap, Haul
Loop/Pack Handle, and Sternum Strap with normal wear and tear.
This Limited One year warranty will also include damage that may happen to Betaflights
Hive Backpack zippers. These zippers are YKK branded and know around the world as some
of the highest quality zippers in the industry. This limited one year warranty will also include
any damage that may happen to the buckles on your Betaflight Hive Backpack. If should
should break a buckle follow the warranty claim procedure and we’ll send you replacement
buckles. Purchaser is responsible for shipping fees.

